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Feedback on curriculum of student



FEEDBACKACTION TAKEN REPORT ON CURRICULUM

ACADEMI C YEAP. ZO2O.2O2I

The following table shows various suggestions demand

and improvements about curriculum by the students' The

instituiion tried to fulfilt those things'it has been shown in

the action taken column'

DHANVANTARI HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICAL

COLLEGE & HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH

CENTRE
Dhanvantari campus, Kamatwade' Cidco' Nashik - 4zzooa

ACTION TAKENSTUDENT FEEDBACKSUBJEcTS

Teachers have taken

proper session to make

understand the

students Problem and

clear the doubt

Students get difficulty in

AIM and OBJECTIVE of

Anatomy

ANATOMY

Teachers have been

looked upon the
students difficulties

Students get difficulty in

updating curriculum on

trme.

PHARMACY

Teachers make them

u nderstood
satisfactorilY bY

providing ProPer
sessions to them.

Students gets difficulty in

understanding the co-

curricular and extra

curricular activities

PHYSIOLOGY

Teachers trled to make

them understood for
the same.

Student doesn't find that
curricu lu m suPPorrs

higher learnin
Teachers have taken

proper session to make

understand the
students problem and

Students get difficultY in

understanding the aims

and objective of AnatomY

ORGANON



I

clear the doubt
PATHOLOGY Students una ble to

understand the ability of
curriculum
entrepreneurship

Teachers make them
understood for the
5ame,

FMT Students doesn't find that
the entire syllabus is

covered in class

Teachers tried to clear
the doubts n syllabus of
students

HMM- Student doesn't find that
curriculum supports
higher learning

Teachers tried to make
them understood for
the same.

yrill
OBGY Students una ble to

understand the
opportunities for pursuing

academic enhancement
activities

Teachers have ta ken

step forward to make
then understood about
the opportunities they
have in academics.

HMM Students una ble to
understand the
opportunities for pursuing

academic enhancement
activities

Teachers have ta ken

step forward to make
then understood about
the opportunities they
have in academics.

SURGERY The curriculum which is

displayed on college
website and explained
du ring orientation
programme, student has

some doubts still in
understanding.

Teachers taken proper
session to make them
understand properly.

ORGANON Students doesn't find that
the entire syllabus is

covered in class

Teachers tried to clear
the doubts n syllabus of
students.

lV yr

MEDICINE Student doesn't find that
curriculum supports
higher learning

Teachers tried to make
them understood for
the same.

REPERTORY Students unable to
understand the
opportunities for pursuing

Teachers have taken
step forward to make
then understood about



Feedback on curriculum on Alumni



DHANVANTARI HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICAL

COLLEGE & HOSPITALAND RESEARCH

CENTRE
Dhanvantari Campus, Kamatwade, Cidco, Nashik - 422008

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON ALUMNI FEEDBACK

ACADEMIC YEAP. 2O2O -202 1 (Summer)

The following table shows various suggestions demand

and improvements about alumni feedback. The institution

tried to fulfill those things, it has been shown in the action

taken column.

ALUMNIFEEDBACK ACTION TAKEN

Students (alumni) have been

given the feedback about the

cooperation from teacher,

library (digital librarY) and

office staffs.

lnstitutio n have been taken

session of the teachers,

libra ria n, office staffs about

cooperation towards the

students and working uPon

the availa bility of digital

library.

NASH'rti

PRINCIPAL
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Feedback on curriculum of Prof'essional



DHANVANTARI HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICAL
COLTEGE & HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH

CENTRE
Dhanvantari Campus, Kamatwade, Cidco, Nashik - 422008

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON PROFESSIONAL
FEEDBACK

ACADEMIC YEAR 2O2O-2O27

The following table shows various suggestions demand

and improvements about professional feedback. The

institution tried to fulfill those things,it has been shown in
the action taken column.

PROFESSIONAL

FEEDBACK

ACTION TAKEN

Teachers have been given

the feedback about the
effectiveness of teaching
method employed in
delivering the curriculum

Institution have been look
upon the feedback.

'll.t'*sl.[ltl$il[$ll;::l::l''-*
NASHIK



DHANVANTARI HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICAL
COLLEGE & HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH

CENTRE
Dhanvantari Campus, Kamatwade, Cidco, Nashik - 422008

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ONALUMNI FEEDBACK
ACADEMIC Y EAR 2O2O -202 1 (winter)

The following table shows various suggestions demand

and improvements about alumni feedback. The institution
tried to fulfill those things, it has been shown in the action
tal<en column.

ALUMNIFEEDBACK ACTION TAKEN

Students have been given

the feedback about the
infrastru ctu re (spacious and
ventilated classroom), lab
(more number of
computers) and libra ry

facility availa ble in college.

lnstitution have been
requisition to the
managements about
infrastructu re and providing
more number of computers

^, PRINCIPAL
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DHANVANTARI HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICAL

COLLEGE & HOSPITALAND RESEARCH

CENTRE
Dhanvantafi Campus, Kamatwade, Cidco, Nashik - 422008

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON TEACHERS FEEDBACK

ACADEMIC YEAF_ 2020.2027

The following table shows various suggestions demand

and improvements about teachers feedback' The

institution tried to fulfill those things, it has been shown in

the action taken column.

PRINCIPAL
Dhanvantad Homoeopathic lMedi0a I Csllggt
ind Hcrpltal & R$eafch canlr€, !5hik

ACTION TAKENTEACHERS FEEDBACK

lnstitutron nave Deen looK

upon the feedback and tried
to fulfill the concern of the

teacners.

Teachers have been given the

feedback about the Provisions
for co-curricular and extra

cu rricu la r activitY



Feedback on curriculum of Teachers



academic enhancement
activities

the opportunities they
nave

HMM Students unable to
understand the ability of
curriculum
entrepreneurship

Teachers make them
understood for the
same,

ORGANON Students doesn't find that
the entire syllabus is

covered in class

Teachers tried to clear
the doubts n syllabus of
students.

PSM Students get difficulty in
updating curriculim on
time

Teachers have been
looked upon the
students difficulties.

PRINCIPAL
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Feedback on curriculum of student



clear the doubt

PATHOLOGY Students una ble to
understand the ability of
curriculum
entrepreneurshiP

Teachers make them

understood for the
same.

FMT Students doesn't find that
the entire syllabus is

covered in class

Teachers tried to clear

the doubts n syllabus of
students

HMM- Student doesn't find that
curriculum supports

higher lea rning

Teachers tried to make

them understood for
the same.

yrill
OBGY Students u nable to

understand the
opportunities for Pursuing
academic enhancement
activitles

Teachers have taken

step forward to make

then understood about
the opportunities theY

have in academics.

Students una ble to
understand the
opportunities for pursuing

academic enha ncement

activlties

HMM Teachers have taken
step forward to make

then understood about
the opportunities theY

have in academics.

SU RG ERY The curriculum which is
displayed on college

website and explained

during orlentation
programme, student hal
some doubts still in
understanding.

Teachers taken proper

session to make them
understand proPerlY.

ORGANON students doesn't find that
the entire syllabus is

covered in class

Teachers tried to clear

the doubts n syllabus of
students.

lV yr

M EDICIN E student doesn't find that
curriculum supPorts
higher learning

Teachers tried to make

them understood for
the same.

REPERTORY Students una ble to
understand the
opportunities for Pursuing

Teachers have taken

step forward to make

then understood about



academic enhancement
activities

the opportunities they
have

HMM Students unable to
understand the ability of
curriculum
entrepreneurship

Teachers make them
understood for the
same.

ORGANON Students doesn't find that
the entire syllabus is

covered in class

Teachers tried to clear
the doubts n syllabus of
students.

PSM students get difficulty in
updating curriculum on
time

Teachers have been
looked upon the
students difficulties.

PRINCIPAL
Dianvrnbd Homoeopathic MedlcalCollogo

and Hoslltal & R$€atcft cente. Nashlk



Feedbacl< on curriculum on Alumni



^"."' 
"'.?., DHANVANTARI HoMo EoIATHI c MEDI cAL

{-ffi conEGE&HosprrALANDRESEARCH
\LFJ/ CENTRE
xer"nqfi"nfirnusi Dhanvantari Campus, Kamatwade, Cidco, Nashik - 42200g

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ONALUMNI FEEDBACK
ACADEMIC YEAR 2OZZ -.2O2 3 (summer)

The following table shows various suggestions demand
and improvements about alumni feedback. The institution
tried to fulfill those things, it has been shown in the action
taken column.

ALUMNIFEEDBACK ACTION TAKEN

Students (alumni) have
been given the feed ba ck
about role of fa cu lty
members in overall
developmental throughout
the course.

Institution have been ta ken
sessions of the fa cu lty
memoers.

PRINCIPAL
Dhanvantarj Homoeopath ic N'led ical ColleE0

and Hosoital & R$earch Ceotfe, Nashik



Feedback on curriculum of Prol'essional



DHANVANTARI HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICAL
COLLEGE & HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH

CENTRE
Dhanvantari Campus, Kamatwade, Cidco, Nashik - 422008

ACTION TAKEN REPORT ON
PROFESSIONAL FEEDBACK

ACADEMIC YEAR 2022 -2023

The following table shows various suggestions

demand and imorovements about orofessional
feedback. The institution tried to fulfill those things,
iit has been shown in the action taken column.

PRINCIPAL
Dhanv3ntariHomoeoprthl' 

i: 1 fi
znd Hosritrl & Resealch !", . ', .. -

PROFESSIONAT

FEEDBACK

ACTION TAKEN

Teachers are not satisfied
about the overall
academics curriculum.

lnstitution have been look
upon the feedback and

tried to fulfill the concern
of the teachers.


